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We present molecular dynamics friction calculations for confined hydrocarbon “polymer” solids with molecular
lengths from 20 to 1400 carbon atoms. Two cases are considered: (a) polymer sliding against a hard substrate and (b)
polymer sliding on polymer. We discuss the velocity dependence of the frictional shear stress for both cases. In our
simulations, the polymer films are very thin (∼3 nm), and the solid walls are connected to a thermostat at a short distance
from the polymer slab. Under these circumstances we find that frictional heating effects are not important, and the
effective temperature in the polymer film is always close to the thermostat temperature. In the first setup (a), for
hydrocarbons with molecular lengths from 60 to 1400 carbon atoms, the shear stresses are nearly independent of
molecular length, but for the shortest hydrocarbon C20H42 the frictional shear stress is lower. In all cases the frictional
shear stress increases monotonically with the sliding velocity. For polymer sliding on polymer (case b) the friction is
much larger, and the velocity dependence is more complex. For hydrocarbons with molecular lengths from 60 to 140 C
atoms, the number of monolayers of lubricant increases (abruptly) with increasing sliding velocity (from 6 to 7 layers),
leading to a decrease of the friction. Before and after the layering transition, the frictional shear stresses are nearly
proportional to the logarithm of sliding velocity. For the longest hydrocarbon (1400 C atoms) the friction shows no
dependence on the sliding velocity, and for the shortest hydrocarbon (20 C atoms) the frictional shear stress increases
nearly linearly with the sliding velocity.
1. Introduction
Friction between solids is a very important phenomenon in
biology and technology,1 and it is very common in nature. Static
friction always involves the coexistence of different metastable
configurations at microscopic level. When one surface slides on
the other at low speed, first there is a loading phase during which
the actual configuration stores elastic energy. Then, when the
stored energy is large enough, an instability arises:2-4 the system
jumps abruptly to another configuration and releases elastic
energy into irregular heat motion. The exact way of how the
energy is dissipated usually does not influence the sliding friction
force, provided that the dissipation is fast enough to happen
before the next sliding event.
There aremany possible origins of elastic instabilities; e.g., they
may involve individual molecules or, more likely, groups of
molecules or “patches” at the interface, which have been named
stress domains.5-8 Since the local rearrangements usually occur at
different times in an incoherent manner, at the macroscopic scale
the sliding motionmay appear smooth without stick-slip oscilla-
tions. However, this is always a result of self-averaging, and at the
atomistic level stick-slipmotion will almost always occur (except
for incommensurate systems with weak interactions). Moreover,
at least at zero temperature, the friction force does not vanish in
the limit of sliding speed v f 0, but it tends to some finite value
which depends on the average energy stored during the loading
events and the atomic slip distance.
A logarithmic velocity dependence of the frictional shear stress
was observed in many experiments but usually for sliding at low
velocities (up to ≈20 μm/s).9 Still, in some experiments the
logarithmic velocity dependence of the frictional shear stress
was observed also for higher velocities (up to 1mm/s).10 Compar-
ing experimental results with the existing theoretical models5,9,11
shows that the logarithmic dependence could be well described in
the models accounting for thermal activation effects. Thus,
thermal fluctuations may induce jump of atoms (or rather group
of atoms) at the sliding interface from one equilibrium position to
the next one along the reaction path. The resulting stress-aided
thermally activated effect leads to a logarithmic increase of
friction with the velocity at low velocities. Thermal activation is
more efficient at low velocities, where the system spends long time
in each potential well, and consequently, the probability to
thermally activate the processes of atoms hopping is higher.
When apolymer (or a long-chain alkane) is sheared between two
surfaces, the shear stress often does not exhibit a linear dependence
of the logarithm of the sliding velocity. This has been established
both experimentally12-14 and in simulations.15-17 This observa-
tion may be due to the interdiffusion of chain segments between*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: ions@
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the polymer layers by the long molecules. Thus, the formation of
“bridges” is presumably affected by a change in the sliding
velocity, and in certain regimes it is possible to have decreasing
shear stress with increasing sliding velocity due to the disappear-
ing of bridges across the sliding interface.14,15 This picture was
first suggested in the context of rubber friction by Schallamach.18
In this paper we present molecular dynamics friction calcula-
tions for confined hydrocarbon solids with molecular lengths
from 20 to 1400 C atoms. Two cases are considered: (a) polymer
sliding against a hard substrate and (b) polymer sliding on
polymer. We discuss the velocity dependence of the frictional
shear stress for both cases. We compare results obtained at room
temperature and very low temperature (approaching 0 K). In the
latter calculations no thermal activation can occur.
In our simulations, the polymer films are very thin (∼3 nm),
and the solid walls are connected to a thermostat at a short
distance from the polymer slab. Under these circumstances we
find that frictional heating effects are not important, and the
effective temperature in the polymer film is always close to the
thermostat temperature. Inmost practical situations the tempera-
ture is not fixed at planes close to the interface, and during sliding
at high enough velocities for a long enough time, the local
temperature at the sliding interface may be so high as to locally
melt the polymer surfaces. The physical processes occurring at the
sliding interface in these casesmay be a combination of the effects
studied in this paper and the influence of the increased tempera-
ture.
2. The Model
In this paper we present computer simulation results about the
frictional behavior of linear hydrocarbons under applied pres-
sure. Our model is similar to those described in earlier work,19-22
but we review its main features here. We consider a block and a
substrate with atomically flat surfaces separated by a polymer
slab. Two cases are considered: (a) polymer sliding against a hard
substrate which we will denote as “metal” for simplicity (the
metal-polymer case) and (b) polymer sliding on polymer (the
polymer-polymer case).
The solid walls are treated as single layers of “atoms” bound to
rigid flat surfaces by springs corresponding to the long-range
elastic properties of 50 A˚ thick solid slabs. This was performed
similar to our earlier papers.20 The atoms in the bottom layer of
the block form a simple square lattice with lattice constant a. In
the following, periodic boundary conditions are assumed in the xy
plane. The atoms of the block interact with each other via “stiff”
springs and execute bending and stretching motion characterized
by a bending force constantk0B and a stretching force constantk0,
respectively. Moreover, each atom is connected to the upper rigid
surface profile by “soft” elastic springs, of bending force constant
k1B and stretching force constant k1. The numerical values of all
these force constants k0, k0B, k1, and k1B are determined in such a
way to mimic the elastic response of the entire slab. If we apply a
shear stressσ to the slab, the resulting strain ε is given byσ=2Gε,
where G = E/2(1 þ ν) is the shear modulus, E is the elastic
modulus, and ν the Poisson ratio. If we write the shear strain as
ε = Δ/2a, then σ = k0BΔ/a
2 = GΔ/a, and we get k0B = Ga.
Similarly, we obtain that k0 = Ea. Next, let us consider an elastic
slab of thicknessW. If we apply a shear stress σ, we get the relative
displacement x so that the strain is ε= x/2W. Thus, σ= Gx/W,
which must equal k1Bx/a
2 and hence k1B = Ga
2/W. In a similar
way one can obtain k1 = Ea
2/W.
The substrate is treated in a similar way as the block. The space
between the block and the substrate is occupied by a slab
(6-8 monolayers) of the hydrocarbons.
For the case of sliding of polymer on “metal”, all molecules are
adsorbed on the block surface only due to different parameters of
interaction of alkane molecules with the walls, whereas for the
case of sliding of polymer on polymer about half of the molecules
adsorbed on the block surface and half on the substrate surface.
The block with adsorbed polymer slab was put into contact with
the substrate surface in the first case, and two solidswith adsorbed
polymer slabs were put into contact in the second case. When the
temperature was equal to the thermostat temperature (usually
300 K) everywhere, we started to move the upper block surface.
We also conducted calculations for the temperature of solid walls
equal to 0 K in order to compare the sliding friction behavior at
300 K with that in the absence of thermal activation at T= 0K.
The temperature was also varied from 300 to 550 K to study the
effect of melting on the shear stress.
Linear alkanes CnH2nþ2 (with n ranging from 20 to 1400) were
used as “lubricant” in the present calculations. The CH2/CH3
beads are treated in the united atom representation.23,24 The
Lennard-Jones potential was used to model the interaction
between beads of different chains
UðrÞ ¼ 4ε0 r0
r
 12
-R
r0
r
 6" #
and the same potential with modified parameters (ε1,r1) was used
for the interaction of each bead with the substrate and block
atoms. (Note that using R in U(r) is equivalent to change the
values of ε0 and r0 to ε00 and r00 with ε00 = ε0R2 and r00 = r0R-1/6,
respectively.) The parameters were ε0 = 5.12 meV for both the
interior and the end beads, and r0 = 3.905 A˚ and R= 1. For the
interactions within the CnH2nþ2 molecules we used the standard
OPLS model,23,24 including flexible bonds, bond bending, and
torsion interaction, which results in bulk properties in good
agreement with experimental data. Atomic mass 14 (for interior
CH2 beads) and 15 (for the CH3 end groups) were used. Within a
CnH2nþ2 chain we assume that nearest-neighbor C atoms are
connected via springs with the spring constant k, which was
chosen equal to 10 N/m. Note that this value is 1 order of
magnitude smaller than the optimized 450 N/m23 and was chosen
such to facilitate a reasonable time step of 1 fs. We used an angle
bending interaction of the form E(cos θ)/kB = 1/2kbend(cos θ -
cos θ0)
2 with kbend = 62543 K and θ0 = 2.0001 rad. For the
dihedral interaction we used the functional form in term of a
cosine Fourier series E(φ)/kB =
P
i=0
3 ci cos
i(φ) with parameters
c0 = 1009.99 K, c1 = 2018.95 K, c2 = 136.37 K, and c3 =
-3165.30 K. Internal beads of separation greater than three units
are treated similarly as beads from different chains.
For polymer sliding on polymer we need the polymer-metal
bond to be so strong that no slip occurs at these interfaces. This is
the case with r1 = 3.28 A˚, ε1 = 40 meV, and R= 3. We also did
some simulations with R = 2, but in this case some slip was
observed at the polymer-metal interface. For sliding of polymer
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on “metal” we used the same parameters as above for the
polymer-block interaction but withR=1, and for the polymer-
substrate interaction we used R= 1 and ε1 = 10 meV.
The choice of higher values of ε1 compared to ε0 reflects the
stronger (van der Waals) interaction between the beads and the
“metal” surfaces than between the bead units of different lubri-
cant molecules (this stronger interaction results from the higher
electron density in the metals). The lattice spacings of the block
and of the substrate are a= b= 2.6 A˚.
Note that for polymer sliding on polymer the block and the
substrate were identical in structure and interactions with the
hydrocarbonmolecules. This was not the case for polymer sliding
on “metal”. Here asymmetry was introduced by using different ε1
for the polymer-block interaction (ε1 = 40 meV) and the
polymer-substrate interaction (ε1=10meV), so that the slipping
events were to be observed mainly at this interface.
We used linear alkane molecules with the number of carbon
atoms 20, 60, 100, 140, and 1400 as lubricant. The number of
molecules was equal to 14, 143, 200, 333, and 1000 for the
C1400H2802, C140H282, C100H202, C60H122, and C20H42 systems,
respectively. This gave from 6 to 8 monolayers of lubricant
molecules between the solid surfaces. The (nominal) squeezing
pressure p0 was usually 10 MPa.
As an illustration, in Figure 1 we show the contact between a
flat elastic block (top) and a flat elastic substrate (bottom). The
polymer slab (∼30 A˚ thick) is in between them.Only the interfacial
block and substrate atoms and polymer atoms are shown.
The results in the following are given for systems that are run in
at the given sliding velocities. Running in of long chain molecules
is difficult due to chain entanglements.We consider a system to be
run in when the averaged shear stress remains constant just as it is
shown in Figure 4 of ref 22 after 16 ns of sliding.
Finally, we note that for the rather thick and somewhat
disorderedhydrocarbon filmsweuse the fact thatpolymers cannot
be squeezed out from the interface is not so important. In many
earlier studies we have used curved surfaces in order to study
squeeze-out of thin fluid films.21 Another way to take into account
squeeze-out has been used in work by Gao and Landman.25
3. Polymer on “Metal”
In Figure 2 we show the dependence of the shear stress on the
sliding velocity for the polymer slabs sliding on “metal” at the
applied pressure p= 10 MPa. For C20H42 the lubricant behaves
liquidlike with the shear stress nearly proportional to the sliding
velocity (see dashed curve in Figure 2). In particular, as the sliding
velocity approaches zero, the shear stress forC20H42 becomes very
small, reflecting the fact that this polymer is close to the liquid
state: the C20H42 (eicosane) system is at 300K (the temperature of
the thermostat), which is very close to themelting point (≈ 310K)
of this polymer. We also performed simulations at the
(thermostat) temperatures 200 and 0 K, and in these cases the
friction is considerably higher (∼9.6 times higher at the tempera-
ture 0 K for the sliding velocity v= 0.3 m/s).
For longer chain hydrocarbon molecules we found that the
polymer films behave more solidlike at 300 K, with nonvanishing
kinetic friction as the sliding velocity approaches zero. This is due
to the higher melting point of the longer chain polymer systems.
For the C100H202 system the frictional shear stress σf = 0.33MPa
for T = 300 K and σf = 0.72 MPa for T = 0 K for the sliding
velocity v= 0.3 m/s. This increase in σf can be attributed to the
absence of thermal activation at T = 0 K. In general, at low
sliding velocities the shear stress increases greatlymuchmore than
for the higher sliding velocities when the temperature is decreased
from 300 to 0 K. This is due to the fact that the probability to
activate the processes of atoms hopping is higher at low velocities
due to the longer time the system spends in each local potential
well along the reaction coordinate.
Atomistic stick-slip events occur at the sliding interface
between the polymer and the substrate. The period of oscillations
of the shear stress as a function of x-coordinate of the block is
exactly 2.6 A˚, which is one lattice unit (of the substrate) in the
sliding direction. Temperature-dependent stick-slip has also
been observed by Baljon and Robbins.26
We emphasize the importance of the temperature (or thermal
fluctuations) on the process of “going over the barrier”. Thus, at
zero temperature, the external applied tangential force (or stress)
alone pulls the system over the lateral pinning barriers, and this
happens everywhere simultaneously. At high sliding velocities
thermal effect should be rather unimportant. However, for small
sliding velocities, thermal fluctuations will be very important. In
this case slip will not occur everywhere simultaneously, but small
nanometer-sized interfacial regions of linear size D will be
individually pinned and perform stress-aided thermally induced
jump from one pinned state to another (local interfacial rearran-
gement processes). (Note that thermal effects can only become
Figure 1. Snapshot picture of the C100H202 polymer slab at the
sliding velocity v = 10 m/s and background temperature T =
300K. (a) Themolecules are (arbitrarily) colored in order to better
observe the shear alignment of the chains. (b) The same as in (a) but
with atoms presented as points in order to observe layering in the
system. Seven monolayers of molecules are clearly seen.
Figure 2. Dependence of the shear stress on the sliding velocity for
the polymers from C20H42 to C1400H2802 sliding on “metal” at the
normal pressure 10MPa and temperature 300K. The dotted line is
a linear fit to the C20H42 curve.
(25) Gao, J. P.; Luedtke, W. D.; Landman, U. Phys. Rev. Lett. 1997, 79, 705. (26) Baljon, A. R. C.; Robbins, M. O. Science 1996, 271, 482.
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important for small (nanometer-sized D) regions, since simulta-
neous going-over-the-barrier everywhere requires infinitely large
energy for an infinite system, except, perhaps for an incommen-
surate interface.) This process has been studied in detail both
theoretically6,17,18,27,28 and experimentally.8,29,30
We now study the frictional behavior of the hydrocarbon films
C100H202 and C140H282, when the temperature is increased above
the melting temperatures. In Figure 3 we show the shear stress for
the C140H282 polymer film (at the sliding velocity v= 10m/s and
the normal pressure p=10MPa) when increasing the thermostat
temperature T by steps equal to 50K from 300 to 550 K and then
decreasing it back to 300 K. Each 50 K temperature step was
0.5 ns long. During heating the shear stress decreases abruptly
when the temperature is raised above the melting temperature
Tm= 383 K for C140H282 polymer. The frictional shear stress for
the film in the liquidlike state is∼3 times lower than for the solid
film just below melting.
For temperatures well above themelting point the molecules in
the center of the polymer film are disordered as expected for the
liquid state of the lubricant. In Figure 4 we show the density
distribution and the average velocity vx of the C atoms along the
distance between the substrate and the block (z-direction) for the
C100H202 polymer film. The results are forT=300 and 450K. At
T=300 K the film is seven monolayers thick, but at T=450 K,
due to the thermal expansion, the systemhas eightmonolayers. In
the center themolecules are disordered and the layers ofmolecules
blurred.
For 300 K the average velocity changes abruptly at the
substrate-lubricant interface (see Figure 4a), so the slip occurs
between the substrate and the first monolayer of molecules of the
polymer film. Thus, the whole polymer film is bound to the block
andmoves with the average velocity vx≈ 10m/s, i.e., with velocity
of the block. For T = 450 K most of the slip also occurs at the
polymer-substrate interface (see Figure 4b), but a small slip (slip
velocity v ≈ 1 m/s) also occurs at the polymer-block interface.
Thus, all monolayers of the polymer film move with the average
velocity vx≈ 9m/s. The amount of slip is different at the twowalls
due to the difference of ε1= 40meV used for the polymer-block
interaction and ε1 = 10 meV used for the polymer-substrate
interaction. The slip at the polymer-block interface is due to the
applied shear stress and thermal fluctuations. At the lower
temperature 300K the thermal fluctuations are not strong enough
to overcome the relatively large atomic corrugation at the
polymer-block interface. Friction is a stress-aided thermally
activated process, and in the present case when the temperature
increases fromT=300 to 450K, the shear stress drops by a factor
of ∼2.
The effective corrugation of the interaction potential experi-
enced by the molecules at the sliding interface is the most
important parameter influencing the magnitude of the friction
and the dependence on the external (squeezing) pressure. Indeed,
the fact that the lattice constant of the substrate is much smaller
than the size of the polymer molecules (and the polymer persis-
tence length), and also very different from the natural separation
between the polymer molecules, implies that the effective corru-
gation of the interaction potential between the polymer and the
“metal” substrate will be very small, and this explains the small
friction observed in this case compared to the case when the slip
occurs at the polymer-polymer interface.22,31
4. Polymer on Polymer
When a polymeric film is strongly attached to the block and
substrate surfaces, slidingof the blockwill induce a shearingof the
Figure 3. Shear stress for C140H282 polymer sliding onmetal at the
sliding velocity v= 10 m/s and the normal pressure p= 10 MPa
when ramping the temperatureT in steps of 50K from300 to550K
(heating) and from 550 to 300 K (cooling).
Figure 4. Distributions of the average number and the average
velocity vx (in the sliding direction) of lubricant C atoms along the
distance between the substrate and the block for C100H202 me-
tal-polymer sliding at velocity of the block v = 10 m/s for the
normal pressure p=10MPa for the temperature (a) 300K and (b)
450 K. In the latter case the slip also occurs between the block and
the last monolayer of lubricant molecules due to thermal fluctua-
tions. The very left and very right maximum of the both density
distributions correspond to the substrate and the block atom
layers.
(27) Briscoe, B. J. In Fundamentals of Friction: Macroscopic and Microscopic
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polymer film. For this case we have investigated the influence of
the sliding speed on the shear stress. Figure 5 shows the results
obtained for a number of linear alkanes with chain length from
20 C atoms to 1400 C atoms. Note that for C1400H2802 the shear
stress is independent of the sliding velocity, whereas the C20H42 is
more liquidlike, with a shear stress approximately linearly related
to the sliding velocity.
For the mid-sized molecules (with 60 to 140 C atoms in the
chain), for small and large velocities the shear stress is nearly
proportional to the logarithm of the sliding velocity, with a small
slope at low velocities and a larger one at large velocities. In the
range of from 20 to 40 m/s the shear stress decreases with
increasing sliding velocity. This is due to a layering transition,
where the number of layers increases from6 to 7. This is proved in
Figure 6 which shows the positions in the z-direction of the layers
for the C100H202 system as a function of the sliding distance d. At
d = 0 the sliding velocity of the block is changed from 100 to
10m/s, and after some relaxation time period (which corresponds
to the sliding distance d ≈ 1000 A˚) the system abruptly switches
from 7 to 6 layers. At the same time the shear stress increases
abruptly (see Figure 6). The latter is, at least in part, due to the
decreased number of slip planes. The layering transition in
Figure 6 is reversible: increasing the velocity back to 100 m/s
results in a return to seven layers.
As pointed out above, for the mid-sized molecules, for small
and large velocities the shear stress is nearly proportional to the
logarithm of the sliding velocity, with a small slope at low
velocities and a larger one at large velocities. The logarithmic
velocity dependence is expected for thermally activated stress
induced processes, which predict the frictional shear stress6
σf∼
kBT
EB
log
v
v0
 
where kBT is the thermal energy (T is the temperature), EB is an
energy barrier (activation energy for some rearrangement process
involved in lateral slip, e.g., removal of polymer bridge), and v0 is
a reference velocity. Thus, the larger slope of the σf(log v) relation
for high slip velocities, as compared to low slip velocities, can be
explained by assuming that the energy barrier EB is smaller in the
more open structure, which prevail after the transition from 6 to 7
layers with increasing velocity. We note that the shear stress in
Figure 5 has been studied over a rather limited velocity range, and
it may also be possible to fit the data with a power relation in the
velocity or shear rate. Such power-law behavior has been pre-
dicted for the rheology ofmany softmaterials exhibiting structual
disorder and metastability.32
The change in the number of layers in the film is thermally
activated, since no change in the number of layers (on the time
scale of our simulations) occurs when the thermostat is at 0 K.
Experimental data suggest that the layering transition happens at
lower sliding velocities when the normal pressure is decreased.13
This is in good accordance with our results as a decrease in
pressure from 10 to 3 MPa shifted the transition velocity of the
C60H122 system from about 30 to 20 m/s.
We will now study the nature of the layering transition in
greater detail. In Figure 7 we show the separation between the
surfaces for each polymer systemwe have studied as a function of
the sliding speed. Note that the surface separation in the case of
C20H42 and C1400H2802 increases with increasing sliding velocity
with a constant slope, but the number of polymer layers is
constant (at seven) in these cases. For the mid-sized molecules
there is an abrupt increase in the surface separation in the
transition regime of Figure 5. The number of layers is six before
the transition (below 10 m/s) and seven after (above 40 m/s).
Let us now study the number of molecular bridges between the
layers, which may be affected by the layering transition.12-15
There is no exact definition of a molecular bridge, but we have
chosen to define a bridging atom by the fact that it does not
Figure 5. Shear stress as a functionof the sliding velocity for all the
investigated systems. The normal pressure is 10 MPa.
Figure 6. Shear stress and the positions in the z-direction of the
layers for theC100H202 systemasa functionof the slidingdistanced.
The sliding velocity of the block is changed from 100 to 10 m/s at
d= 0.
Figure 7. Distance between the surfaces as a functionof the sliding
velocity for all the investigated systems. There is also an indication
of thenumberof layers present at different surface separations.The
normal pressure is 10 MPa.
(32) Sollich, P.; Lequeux, F.; Hebraud, P.; Cates, M. E. Phys. Rev. Lett. 1997,
78, 2020.
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belong to the same layer as the preceding atom in the molecule,
and at least three of the preceding and three of the following
atoms in the molecule are in two different layers (see Figure 8).
The bridgingphenomenon can beobserved in the snapshot shown
in Figure 9. The number of bridging atoms as a function of the
sliding velocity is shown in Figure 10. Note that the C1400H2802
systemhas the samenumber of bridges through thewhole velocity
range. TheC20H42 system shows a linear dependence, whereas the
mid-sized molecules seem to have a constant number before the
transition regime, increasing to a higher level after this regime.
The latter can be explained by the more open structure of the
seven-layer systems, which makes it easier for polymer molecules
from one layer to have segments extending into other layers.
Figure 9 also shows that some atoms are outside the center line of
the polymer layers without linking these. We define such a
nonlayer atom as one having a distance of at least 1.5 A˚ to the
center line of any layer (see Figure 8). We present the number of
nonlayer atoms as a function of the sliding velocity in Figure 11.
Figure 11 shows that the C1400H2802 system has an increasing
number of nonlayer atoms with increasing sliding velocity. In the
case of C20H42 the number of nonlayer atoms is proportional to
the sliding velocity. The increase in the number of nonlayer atoms
is associated with the increase in the separation between the layers
with increasing sliding velocity (seeFigure 7),which allowpolymer
segments in a layer to displace away from the layer plane by a
considerable distance without experiencing a large repulsion from
the nearby polymer layer. One may alternatively interpret the
increase in the layer separation as resulting from the increased
repulsion from the nonlayer atomswith increasing sliding velocity.
In this picture the increased number of nonlayer atoms results
from the increased momentum transfer in collisions between
atoms in two nearby layers as the sliding velocity increases: these
collisions kick polymer segments away from the layer-plane.
TheC60H122, C100H202, and theC140H282 systems exhibit a slow
increase in the number of nonlayer atoms before the transition
and a faster one when the polymer film has increased to seven
layers. Note that the C100H202 system exhibits a maximum in the
number of nonlayer atoms around 10 m/s. This is caused by a
strong fluctuation which sometimes was observed also for the
60 C atom and 140 C atom systems (not shown). This is not
unexpected as strong fluctuations often occur close to phase
transition points (in this case a layering transition).
The shift from six to seven layers increases the number of slip
planes by one. At the same time the density of bead units in the
layers decreases so that the space between the bead units in each
layer increases. The increased space reduces the energetic barriers
for polymer segment rearrangement processes and results in the
formation of more cross-links (see Figure 11). At low velocities
the shear stress increases slowly with the increase of the sliding
velocity, but after the transition the slope becomes steeper (see
Figure 5). This can again be attributed to reduced energetic
barriers for polymer rearrangement processes.
Let us now compare the transition observed in Figure 5 with
what happens during melting of the polymer film. We have
investigated the behavior of the film when it is melted by raising
the temperature from 300 to 450 K (see Figure 12). The figure
shows the shear stress and the distance between the surfaces as a
function of the sliding time. For both 3 and 10m/s the shear stress
decreases to about 10 MPa, a much lower level than observed in
Figure 5. At 3 m/s the film keeps its six layers as the melting
increases the distance between the surfaces to about 27.4 A˚, a
result that is consistent with Figure 7. The combination of a
higher sliding velocity and melting increases the distance between
the surfaces to about 29 A˚ when the sliding velocity is 10m/s. The
film then passes to seven layers as predicted by Figure 7.
Figure 8. Definitions of bridge and nonlayer atoms used in the
present paper.
Figure 9. Snapshot picture of a C100H202 system where 10 ran-
domly chosen molecules are shown. The rest of the atoms are
reduced topoints. Thepicture shows that themolecules haveatoms
in several layers. Some of these segments form bridges, but others
are just present in different layers without linking these. The
normal pressure is 10 MPa, and the sliding velocity is 0.3 m/s.
Figure 10. Number of bridging atoms as a function of the sliding
velocity for the investigated systems. A bridging atom is defined in
the text and inFigure 8.The dotted line is a linear fit toC20H42. The
normal pressure is 10 MPa.
Figure 11. Number of nonlayer atoms as a function of the sliding
velocity for the investigated systems. A nonlayer atom is defined in
the text and inFigure 8.The dotted line is a linear fit toC20H42. The
normal pressure is 10 MPa.
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Asdiscussed above, for theC20H42 systemat room temperature
we observe liquidlike behavior except at very low sliding velocities
(see Figure 5). Similarly for the C100H202 system, as the tempera-
ture increases above the melting temperature the friction drops
abruptly (Figure 12). If one deduces effective viscosities using the
definition ηeff = σfd/v, one obtains for the 20 C system (Figure 5)
ηeff≈ 0.001 Pa s and for the 100 C system (Figure 12) at v=3m/s
ηeff≈ 0.01Pa s. The viscosities of linear hydrocarbon fluids (at the
melting point) increase approximately linearly33 with the number
of chain C atoms up to several hundred C atoms (and after that
faster due to chain entanglement). For C10H22 at the melting
temperature η ≈ 0.001 Pa s. Thus, the values we obtain in the
simulations for confined films agree within a factor of∼2 with the
bulk viscosity values. We note that some SFA experiments on
highly confined lubricant films have detected strongly enhanced
effective viscosities and strong shear thinning with increasing
strain rate. These experiments involvemuch lower shear velocities
than can be obtained in MD simulations. In our simulations we
have also some indication of shear thinning: in Figure 5 the shear
stress for the C20H42 system does not decrease toward zero for
decreasing sliding velocity but levels off at a constant value,
indicating solidlike behavior at very low sliding velocities. Simi-
larly in Figure 12 the shear stress is rather similar for the velocities
3 and 10 m/s. See also ref 34 for a discussion of the effective
viscosity of confined hydrocarbon films.
Let us study the velocity profiles of the systems. Figure 13
shows the cumulative velocity probability distribution for systems
sliding at 10m/s.Note that for theC1400H2802 systemnearly all the
slip occurs at one interface at the center of the polymer film. Thus,
this system can be considered as two polymer slabs sliding against
each other. This picture also explains the independence of the
shear stress for C1400H2802 to the number of bridges (Figure 10)
and nonlayer atoms (Figure 11), since these are presumably
mostly appearing inside the polymer slabs and thus do not
influence the interfacial slip. The C20H22 molecules have their
sliding planes distributed over the whole thickness of the film.
This is expected for a liquidlike flow, but Figures 10 and 11
indicate that this also could be a result of an increasing number of
bridges and/or nonlayer atoms. The mid-sized molecules in
Figure 13 have a velocity profile in between the longest molecules
and the shortest ones and can be considered as a so-called plug
flow, where the outermost layers are pinned to the surfaces of the
block and the substrate.
In Figure 14, at d=0 A˚ (where d is the slip distance) the sliding
velocity of the block is changed from 100 to 10 m/s. Note that as
the film relaxes the number of bridges and nonlayer atoms
decreases slightly, and so does the shear stress. When the transi-
tion regime is reached, the number of nonlayer atoms suddenly
increases as the central layers become mobile and (in the
z-direction) diffuse.The increase in shear stress follows this increase
in the number of nonlayer atoms whereas the number of bridges
decreases to a lower constant level as the number of layers goes
from 7 to 6. This can be understood as the density of molecules in
the layers is smaller for the 7-layer state than for the 6-layer state,
and hence the ability for chain molecules to (due to a fluctuation)
interdiffuse and form bridges will be largest in the 7-layer state.
5. Summary and Conclusions
We have presented results of molecular dynamics calculations
of friction for two solids separated by a≈3 nm thick polymer film.
Two types of systems were considered: (a) a polymer film pinned
Figure 12. Shear stress and the distance between the surfaces as a
function of the sliding timewhen the temperature is increased from
300 to 450 K at t= 0. The melting point is 390 K. For the sliding
velocities 3 and 10 m/s. During melting the film increases its
number of layers from 6 to 7 at 10 m/s, whereas it stays at 6 layers
at 3m/s.The system isC100H202 and the normal pressure is 10MPa.
Figure 13. Sliding velocity of atoms as a functionof the number of
atoms sliding at less than this specific sliding velocity. The number
of atoms is accumulated so that the total reach 20000 for C20H42
and C100H202, whereas the C1400H2802 system only has 19600
atoms. The curves are results of an averaging over 0.5 ns. The
sliding velocity of the block is 10 m/s, and the normal pressure is
10 MPa.
Figure 14. Number of bridging and nonlayer atoms and the shear
stress as a function of the sliding distance for C100H202. The sliding
velocity of the block is changed from 100 to 10 m/s at 0 A˚.
(33) Tabor, D. Philos. Mag. 1988, A57, 217.
(34) Manias, E.; Bitsanis, I.; Hadziioannou, G.; Brinke, G. T. Europhys. Lett.
1996, 33, 371.
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to one of the solid surfaces and sliding at the other solid surface
(the “metal”-polymer case): (b) the polymer layers pinned to
both solid surfaces and shearing at the polymer-polymer inter-
face (the polymer-polymer case). We used linear alkane mole-
cules with the number of carbon atoms 20, 60, 100, 140, and 1400.
The frictional shear stress for the polymer-polymer systems is
much higher than for the “metal”-polymer systems. This is due
to the same size of the atoms ormolecules on both sides of the slip
plane for the polymer-polymer case, resulting in strong inter-
locking (as for a commensurate interface), while the “metal”-
polymer interfaces are incommensurate. (The lattice constant of
the “metal” substrate is different from the distance between atoms
of the lubricant molecules.)
We have studied the velocity dependence of the frictional shear
stress for both cases. In the first setup the shear stresses are
relatively independent of molecular length. For the shortest
hydrocarbon C20H42 the frictional shear stress is lower and
increases approximately linearly with the velocity.
For polymer sliding on polymer the friction is significantly
larger, and the velocity dependence is more complex. For
the longest molecules (1400 carbon atoms) the shear stress is
independent of the sliding velocity as the sliding occurs primarily
at one interfacial slip plane. The shortest molecules again exhibit
liquidlike sliding with the shear stress being approximately
proportional to the sliding velocity. The mid-sized molecules
(60-140 C atoms) show a slightly increasing shear stress at low
velocities and a faster increase at high sliding velocities. Between
these regimes there is a transition with a decrease in the shear
stress with increasing sliding velocity.
The mechanism behind this behavior seams to be a kinetic
phase transition involving an abrupt increase in the number of
layers in the film, with increasing sliding velocity, which decreases
the shear stress abruptly. Further increase of the sliding velocity
will increase the shear stress rapidly, which we attribute to the
interaction between the layers via nonlayer atoms.
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